Employee Appreciation

Day at Dyer

Friday
August 10
12-4pm

Enjoy an afternoon at Dyer Observatory and become inspired in science, technology, engineering, math, and astronomy.

The Day at Dyer event will host fun activities for both kids and adults.

Activities
• Observatory Tour
• Star Chamber Tour
• Solar Telescope
• Star Wheels
• UFO Bounce House

Special Events:
• 1pm - Owl Encounter
• 2pm - Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream
• 3pm - Meet Galileo
• Snacks and Beverages

We encourage you to speak with your manager about utilizing the summer flex schedule or use PTO time to attend the event. This event is free to all University employees and their families.

Be sure to bring your VU ID.

1000 Oman Drive
Brentwood (free parking)